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Abstract Richard Boyd and Nicholas Sturgeon develop distinctive naturalistic

arguments for scientific realism and moral realism. Each defends a realist position

by an inference to the best explanation. In this paper, I suggest that these arguments

for realism should be reformulated, with the law of likelihood replacing inference to

the best explanation. The resulting arguments for realism do not work.
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Realism about scientific theories and realism about normative moral propositions

each begin with a semantic thesis: there are true statements in the category in

question and the true ones are true independently of whether anyone thinks they are

true, and also are true independently of whether anyone would come to believe them

if they thought about the question in a certain way. There are two declarations of

independence here. Believing that p is true doesn’t make p true, regardless of

whether the believer is God, a society, or a single human being. And even if you’d

come to believe that p is true were you to consider the relevant evidence and analyze

it in the right way, that fact is not what makes p true. The Euthyphro is the

inspiration in both instances; for example, even if p is true if and only if some

procedure would deliver the verdict that p is true, p isn’t true in virtue of this fact

about the procedure.

The two realisms I want to discuss here defend the semantic theses just

mentioned in an indirect way. They don’t directly address the class of all scientific
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theories or the class of all moral statements, but rather single out special subsets of

each. We have good reason to think that certain scientific theories are true because

the hypothesis that they are true provides the best explanation for why those theories

accurately predict what we have observed. And we likewise have good reason to

think that certain normative moral statements are true because those statements

provide the best explanations of some of the (non-normative) observations we have

made. Charles Sanders Peirce called this style of inference abduction; more

recently, it has come to be called inference to the best explanation (Harman 1965;

Lipton 1991). For example, when general relativity accurately predicted the bending

of light that Eddington observed in a solar eclipse, the best explanation for why the

theory was predictively accurate in this instance is the hypothesis that the theory is

true (or approximately true). Similarly, when we observe what Hitler did in World

War II, the explanation for why he behaved as he did includes the statement that he

was morally depraved. The guiding idea behind this defense of the two realisms is

naturalistic.1 Scientists appeal to observations in justifying the scientific theories

they endorse; philosophers should do the same thing in justifying philosophical

theories. Inference to the best explanation is a tool for both science and philosophy.

How do these points about general relativity and Hitler connect with the broader

semantic theses with which I began? The idea is that if general relativity is true, then

some scientific theories are true, and if it is true that Hitler was morally depraved,

then some normative moral propositions are true. What is more, we have

observational evidence for each of the antecedents in these two conditionals. What

is supposed to follow is that we have observational evidence for the claim that some

scientific theories are true and also for the claim that some moral propositions are

true.

Unfortunately, there is a fly in the ointment. The arguments just described use a

principle about confirmation that Hempel (1965) called

The Special Consequence Condition: If O confirms H, and H entails C, then

O confirms C.

It is widely recognized in philosophy of science that this principle is false. Here’s an

example that shows why: You are playing poker and a new hand is about to be dealt.

You are sitting to the dealer’s left, so the first card dealt will come to you. You are

wondering whether that first card will be the Queen of Hearts. The dealer is careless

in handling the deck, allowing you to catch a glimpse—you see that the card in

question is red. The observation that the card is red confirms the hypothesis that the

card will be the Queen of Hearts, and the hypothesis that the card is the Queen of

Hearts entails that the card is a Queen; however, the observation that the card is red

does not confirm the proposition that the card is a Queen. The Bayesian view of

confirmation—that O confirms H precisely when O raises the probability of H—

makes all this transparent. Before you see that the card is red, your probability that

1 Naturalism in this sense takes its inspiration from Quine’s (1953, 1960, 1963) insistence that

philosophy is ‘‘continuous’’ with science. In Sober (2009), I call this thesis naturalismp and distinguish it

from metaphysical naturalism (the thesis that there are no supernatural entities) and methodological

naturalisms (the thesis that science should not make claims about the existence of supernatural entities).
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the card will be the Queen of Hearts is 1/52. When you observe that the card is red,

this raises the probability that the card is the Queen of Hearts to a value of 1/26.

However, your observation does not raise the probability that the card is a Queen; it

was 1/13 before you made your observation and has the same value after. The lesson

is clear: watch out for arguments that depend on the special consequence

condition!2,3 Whether the empirical arguments for scientific realism and moral

realism sketched above can be reconfigured so as to avoid this faulty premise is

something we will consider in due course.

In what follows, I’ll consider Sturgeon’s (1984, 1986) argument for moral

realism and Putnam’s (1975b) and Boyd’s (1980, 1983) arguments for scientific

realism. All these arguments are naturalistic in the sense I’ve described and all make

use of inference to the best explanation. I’ll suggest that each should be reconfigured

by replacing inference to the best explanation with the law of likelihood (an idea I’ll

explain). The question is whether this reformulation allows these empirical

arguments for the two realisms to stand.

1 Sturgeon on moral realism

Sturgeon (1984) uses three examples to motivate the idea that moral propositions

can help explain nonmoral matters of fact. The two best, I think, are these:

• Hitler started World War Two because he was morally depraved.

• Abolitionism became more popular in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries in Europe and North America because slavery became morally

worse during that period.

Sturgeon hopes that readers will find it unproblematic to regard these two statements

as true, but, to his credit, he forthrightly addresses the more general question of why

the moral propositions should be regarded as explanatorily relevant to the nonmoral

propositions cited. Here is his criterion:

… if a particular assumption is completely irrelevant to the explanation of a

certain fact, then that fact would have obtained, and we could have explained

it just as well, even if the assumption had been false (p. 223).

Sturgeon’s proposal, I take it, provides the following sufficient condition for

explanatory relevance:

2 I argue in Sober (1993, 2011a) that the indispensability argument for mathematical Platonism due to

Quine (1953, 1981) and Putnam (1971) is flawed because it uses the special consequence condition.
3 Carnap (1950b) discerns two concepts of confirmation—the incremental concept (wherein O raises the

probability of H) and the absolute concept (wherein Pr(H | O) is high). My criticism of the special

consequence condition pertains to the first; the condition is correct when the second concept is used. This

is no help to the realisms under discussion, however, since the absolute concept of confirmation fails to

capture the idea of evidential relevance. Pr(H | O) can be high even when O is evidentially irrelevant to

H, and it can be low even when O is positively relevant to H. It is unfortunate that Carnap used the term

‘‘confirm’’ to label this second concept.
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If a fact F would not have obtained or F would not be just as well explained

were assumption A false, then A is explanatorily relevant to F.

This proposition is somewhat circular, since ‘‘well explained’’ appears in the

antecedent and ‘‘explanatorily relevant’’ appears in the consequent. However, the

principle entails something that involves no such circularity:

(SERP) If a fact F would not have obtained were assumption A false, then A is

explanatorily relevant to F.

I’ll call this ‘‘Sturgeon’s explanatory relevance principle.’’ SERP entails that the

first bulleted statement is true if Hitler wouldn’t have started World War Two had

he not been morally depraved, and SERP entails that the second statement is true if

abolitionism wouldn’t have become more popular at the time and place described

had slavery not become more morally abhorrent. I will not quarrel with these

counterfactuals but instead will pick some bones with SERP. I see three kinds of

counterexample to this principle, which are easier to state and understand if I shift

from talking about facts and assumptions to events: (i) cases where F not only

causes A, but F is a necessary condition for A; (ii) cases where F and A are joint

effects of a common cause C, where C suffices for A, and C is necessary for F; (iii)

cases where A and F are simultaneous and A supervenes on F.4

Can Sturgeon’s principle of explanatory relevance be improved? Harman (1977)

does not state a principle explicitly, but an example he describes and the anti-realist

conclusion5 he draws about it suggest such a principle. The example involves a

group of hoodlums who, just for fun, set fire to a cat. Harman says that the

hoodlums’ behavior can be explained by their upbringing and their resulting

psychological properties (which can be characterized non-normatively). There is no

need, Harman says, to mention the hoodlums’ moral failings. For Harman, the best

explanation of the hoodlums’ behavior omits the very consideration that Sturgeon

wants to cite in his explanation of Hitler’s behavior. Harman’s argument is a

parsimony argument (Sober 1990b, 2009; Shafer-Landau 2007), but here I want to

examine it from the point of view of the idea of explanatory relevance. As I

mentioned, Harman does not explicitly state a general criterion, but I think it is

natural to take the following principle to be in the background of Harman’s

discussion of his example:

(HERP) If C explains E, and if Pr(E | C&X) = Pr(E | C), then X is explanatorily

irrelevant to E.

The idea here is that X is explanatorily irrelevant to E if C is explanatorily relevant

to E and adding mention of X to C doesn’t change the probability of E; in this case,

4 Harman (1986, p. 63) suggests a counterexample to SERP that involves epiphenomenalism; I would

categorize some cases of epiphenomenalism under case (ii) above. Sturgeon (1986, pp. 74–75) takes issue

with Harman on this point.
5 Harman (1977) counts himself a cognitivist, but he isn’t a realist in the sense I defined. He thinks that

normative moral propositions have truth values, but denies the independence claims I associate with

realism.
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C screens-off X from E.6 For example, the barometer reading is explanatorily

irrelevant to the occurrence of the storm because the barometric pressure is relevant,

and the barometric pressure screens-off the barometer reading from the storm.7

Although HERP seems plausible in light of this and other similar examples, HERP

is just as flawed as SERP. Consider a causal chain X ? C ? E. In many such

causal chains, the more proximate cause C screens-off the more distal cause X from

the effect E. But surely we don’t want to say that distal causes are always

explanatorily irrelevant to their effects.8 My dialing your telephone number causes

your phone to ring, and the phone’s ringing causes you to pick up. It would be a

mistake to say that my dialing is explanatorily irrelevant to your picking up, even

though it is true that the phone’s ringing screens-off my dialing from your picking

up.9

Rather than try to formulate a better principle of explanatory relevance, I suggest

that we change the subject. My reason is not just that I think that there are many

explanations of a given event and that which are better and which are worse depends

on our interests (Sober 1999). In connection with the question of whether a

naturalistic defense of moral realism can be made to work, there is the following,

additional, motivation: if an observation O isn’t evidence for a hypothesis H, then it

hardly matters whether H, if true, would explain O. So let us jettison inference to the

best explanation and take up the following principle about evidence:

Observation O favors hypothesis H1 over hypothesis H2 if and only if

Pr(O | H1) [ Pr(O | H2).

This is the principle that Hacking (1965) calls the law of likelihood. Notice that it

involves probabilities of the form Pr(O | H), not ones of the form Pr(H | O). The

question is not which hypothesis has the greater probability of being true, but which

confers the greater probability on the observations at hand. The name for this idea,

due to Fisher (1922), is misleading; ‘‘likelihood’’ and ‘‘probability’’ are synonyms in

English, but not in what is now a standard technical usage.

I won’t try to justify the law of likelihood here,10 but will merely illustrate it via

an example due to Salmon (1984). You, an instructor in a philosophy course, have

assigned your students the task of writing an essay on a particular topic. Two of the

students submit papers that are identical. Not wishing to jump to a hasty conclusion,

you consider two hypotheses. The first says that the students plagiarized from the

6 This principle is also in the background of Putnam’s (1975a) influential argument against reductionism.

I discuss this in Sober (1999).
7 Salmon (1971) uses ‘‘statistical relevance’’ to characterize explanatory relevance, and cited common

cause set-ups like the one about the barometer as evidence favorable for his thesis.
8 This example also refutes a principle about causal relevance: if C causes E and if C screens-off X from

E, then X is not causally relevant to E.
9 Here I ignore the brave new world of caller ID.
10 Fitelson (2011) has criticized the law of likelihood on Bayesian grounds; I reply in Sober (2011b).

There is also a body of frequentist objections to the likelihood principle (which differs subtly from the law

of likelihood); I discuss some of these in Sober (2008b).
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same source, a file they found on the Internet. The second says that the students

worked separately and independently. Although the two hypotheses both allow that

what you observe was not impossible, they differ in this respect: the first says that

the matching was highly probable (‘‘it was to be expected’’), whereas the second

says that the matching was very improbable (‘‘it was almost a miracle’’). The

observed matching of the papers favors the plagiarism hypothesis (which postulates

a common cause) over the hypothesis of separate origination; the law of likelihood

is the principle that is doing the epistemic work.

What happens to Sturgeon’s two examples when inference to the best explanation

is set to one side and the law of likelihood is used instead? The examples about

Hitler and slavery get interpreted as follows:

Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Hitler was morally depraved) [
Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Hitler was morally sound).11

Pr(abolitionism became more popular | slavery became morally worse) [
Pr(abolitionism became more popular | slavery became morally better).

I think that both these inequalities are true; observations do favor some moral

hypotheses over others. However, I don’t think that the observations cited are

evidence in favor of moral realism. I’ll explain why by concentrating on Hitler.

I am inclined to believe that both of the following likelihood equalities are true:

Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Moral Realism is true) =

Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Moral Constructivism is true).

Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Hitler was morally depraved and Moral

Realism is true) =

Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Hitler was morally depraved and Moral

Constructivism is true).

By ‘‘moral constructivism,’’ I mean the thesis that some normative moral

propositions are true, and what makes them true is that we would believe them if

we deliberated about them in a certain way. Given each of these equalities, the Law

of Likelihood concludes that the observation about Hitler fails to provide evidence

that favors one hypothesis over another.

When Sturgeon (1984) wrote his article, the main alternative to moral realism

that he wanted to consider was moral nihilism, not moral constructivism.

Moral nihilism is the thesis that no normative moral statement is true. What does

a likelihood analysis say about realism versus nihilism? First, I think that the

following likelihood equality is correct:

Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Moral Realism is true) =

Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Moral Nihilism is true).12

11 I use ‘‘morally sound’’ to represent the opposite of Sturgeon’s ‘‘morally depraved.’’
12 I have a worry concerning the three likelihood equalities I just asserted. Maybe there is no saying

whether the propositions considered confer the same or different probabilities on the observation cited.

That too would undercut the claim that the observation favors one metaethical proposition over another.
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Now consider these two probabilities:

Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Hitler was morally depraved and Moral

Realism is true)

Pr(Hitler started World War Two | Hitler was morally depraved and Moral

Nihilism is true)

Is the first probability larger than the second? It is not, since Hitler’s being morally

depraved is logically incompatible with moral nihilism. This incompatibility

means that the second conditional probability is not defined. The observation cited

fails to discriminate between the two conjunctions, not because it judges that they

are equally likely, but because one of those ‘‘probabilities’’ doesn’t even have a

value.

Before I started enumerating all those dispiriting likelihood equalities, I

asserted that ‘‘Hitler was morally depraved’’ has a higher likelihood than ‘‘Hitler

was morally sound,’’ given the observation that Hitler started World War Two.

This assertion is incompatible with the thesis that ethical statements lack truth

values; if each of these normative ethical statements confers a probability on the

observations, then each has a truth value. So my assertion that this inequality is

true presupposes that the no truth value thesis is false. Can we say something

more—that Hitler’s starting World War Two is evidence that ethical statements

have truth values? Here we must draw back from the precipice. The card’s being

red favors the hypothesis that the card is the Queen of Hearts over the hypothesis

that it is the Queen of Spades, and each of these hypotheses entails that the card is

a Queen. However, the observation that the card is red does not favor the

hypothesis that the card is a Queen over the hypothesis that it is a Jack. Even if an

observation favors one moral statement over another, it does not follow that the

observation favors what all of those moral statements entail—that moral

statements have truth values.13

2 Putnam and Boyd on scientific realism

Just as moral realism needs to be understood in terms of how it contrasts with moral

constructivism and nihilism, so scientific realism needs to be understood in terms of

how it differs from the alternatives. The debate since the 1960s has not been over

whether scientific theories are ever true, or over what makes true theories true.

Rather, the dispute has been fundamentally epistemological. Van Fraassen’s (1980)

formulation is a good place to begin. Realists say that the goal of science is to find

13 Philosophers of biology have been interested in ‘‘robustness.’’ If each of several competing scientific

models entails proposition R, then R is said to be a ‘‘robust theorem.’’ Is robustness evidence of truth? See

Sober and Orzack (1993) for discussion.
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theories that are true, whereas empiricists say that the goal is to find theories that are

empirically adequate (meaning that they are true in what they say about

observables).14 This talk of ‘‘goals’’ does not mean that the debate concerns the

psychology of scientists, a question that could be settled by doing an opinion poll

(or intensive psychoanalysis) to find out what scientists hope for in their search for

theories. Rather, the question concerns what scientific modes of reasoning have the

power to deliver. According to Van Fraassen’s empiricism, the evidence that

science assembles never obliges one to believe what a theory says about

unobservable entities; the most that the evidence could ever require is the belief

that the theory is empirically adequate. Realists, on the other hand, think that

science is capable of assembling evidence that is so powerful that it compels belief

in theories that make claims about unobservables.

Although Van Fraassen’s focus on the attainable goals of science is a good one, I

think it is a mistake to construe the dispute between realism and empiricism in terms

of the dichotomous concept of rational belief. It is better to think about degrees of

confidence (Sober 2008a). I’ll discuss later on how the debate can be emancipated

from that restriction.

Just as moral realists have tried to show that there is empirical evidence for

thinking that various normative moral propositions are true, so scientific realists

have sought to show that the predictive success of a scientific theory is evidence

that it is true—both in what it says about observables and in what it says about

unobservables. A good place to begin in discussing empirical arguments for

scientific realism is Putnam’s (1975b, p. 71) famous remark that ‘‘realism is the

only philosophy that does not make the success of science a miracle.’’ This

striking statement can hardly be called a fully articulated argument, so let me spell

it out a bit. The idea is that when we find that a theory has been successful in

making accurate predictions, it is reasonable to demand an explanation for why

the theory has been able to do this. Putnam suggests that the only explanation of

this remarkable fact is that the theory is true (or approximately true). The most

that empiricism can say about the theory is that it is true in what it says about

observables. Putnam’s idea is that this is either not an explanation, or it is a poor

explanation, of why the theory has made accurate predictions in the tests we have

run to date. Explaining why the theory has been empirically accurate to date by

saying that the theory is empirically adequate in general is like explaining why

this raven is black by saying that all ravens are black; this is hardly a deeply

illuminating remark. A similar deficiency can be found in a second alternative to

realism—fictionalism. A fictionalist interpretation of a theory says that the theory

is false in what it says about unobservables but true in what it says about

observables. A fictionalist interpretation of theory T entails that T has been

empirically successful in the predictions we have tested, but that hardly explains

why the theory has been successful.

14 It is clear from this formulation that empiricism needs to provide an account of what distinguishes

observables from unobservables. I won’t go into that important issue here; see Sober (1990a, 2008a).
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Let us now do to this abductive argument for scientific realism what we did

earlier to the abductive argument for moral realism; let’s substitute the law of

likelihood for inference to the best explanation. One reason for changing the

subject in this way is something I mentioned before—if the predictive successes

of a theory aren’t evidence that the theory is true, then it hardly matters that the

theory, if true, would explain why the theory has so far been predictively

successful. But there are two additional reasons to embrace this substitution in

the present context; opponents of scientific realism often say that the use of

inference to the best explanation in arguments for scientific realism is question-

begging (Van Fraassen 1980; Fine 1984). And there is Putnam’s use of the word

‘‘miracle.’’

Think of the example I discussed earlier concerning the two identical student

essays. If the students plagiarized, it is not surprising that the papers matched.

But if the students worked separately and independently, it is almost a miracle

that the papers matched. This use of the m-word is, of course, entirely

nontheological; it just means that the observed matching would be extremely

improbable under the hypothesis of separate and independent origination. The

miracle argument for scientific realism wears its connection to the law of

likelihood on its sleeve.

Putnam’s argument does not work when it is framed in terms of the law of

likelihood. The observed predictive success of theory T does not favor a realist

interpretation of the theory over other interpretations:

Pr(T has been empirically successful so far | T is true) =

Pr(T has been empirically successful so far | T is empirically adequate) =

Pr(T has been empirically successful so far | T is false in what it says about

unobservables but true in what it says about observables).

Realism, empiricism, and fictionalism are on a par in this likelihood comparison.

Maybe the hypothesis that T is true would explain why T has been empirically

successful, while the other hypotheses about T would not. But the law of likelihood

does not care about ‘‘explanation.’’ If the law of likelihood correctly characterizes

how weight of evidence should be assessed, the alleged difference in explanatory

power between realism and empiricism does not matter.15,16

Does this mean that science is forever cut off from evaluating theories that

describe unobservables? Not at all. Consider two competing theories, T1 and T2,

which each make claims about both observable and unobservable entities. The

empiricist wants to evaluate these theories by considering how the evidence at hand

bears on the empirical adequacy of each. Within the framework of the law of

likelihood, the empiricist’s question is whether the observations (O) discriminate

between empiricist readings of the two theories:

15 Lipton (1991, p. 111) says that his theory of inference to the best explanation helps ground various

Bayesian ideas. My own view is that explanation is not a fundamental epistemic category when it comes

to understanding how evidence works.
16 This likelihood criticism of the miracle argument for realism differs from Magnus and Callendar’s

(2004) point that the argument commits the base rate fallacy (i.e., it ignores prior probabilities).
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(E1) Pr(O | T1 is empirically adequate) [ Pr(O | T2 is empirically adequate).

The realist wants to ask a different question: Do the observations favor what one

theory says about both observables and unobservables over what the other says?

That is, the realist wants to know whether

(R1) Pr(O | T1 is true) [ Pr(O | T2 is true).

The point of interest is that the second inequality follows from the first if the

following equality is correct:

(*) Pr(O | Ti is true) = Pr(O | Ti is empirically adequate), for i = 1,2.

Empiricists have frequently emphasized that adding the claim that a theory is true to

the claim that it is empirically adequate makes no difference to what predictions one

can make. They think that empirical adequacy and truth are related by screening-off:

Pr(O | Ti is empirically adequate) = Pr(O | Ti is empirically adequate & Ti is true).

Since truth entails empirical adequacy, a second screening-off idea must be right:

Pr(O | Ti is true) = Pr(O | Ti is empirically adequate & Ti is true).

These two equalities entail (*). The upshot is this: if science is in a position to solve

empiricist discrimination problems like (E1), it also is in a position to solve realist

discrimination problems like (R1). The empiricist is mistaken in claiming that the

evidence can take us only so far (Sober 1990a, 2008a).17

I mentioned at the start of this section that Van Fraassen (1980) frames his

discussion of realism and empiricism in terms of a dichotomous concept of belief

and that it would be a step forward if that were replaced with a graded concept of

degrees of belief. The discussion of realist and empiricist discrimination problems

bears directly on the question of degrees of belief by way of the odds formulation of

Bayes’ Theorem. I’ll state this odds formulation twice, once for realists and once for

empiricists:

(R2) PrðH1 is true jOÞ
PrðH2 is true jOÞ ¼

PrðO jH1 is trueÞ
PrðO jH2 is trueÞ �

PrðH1 is trueÞ
PrðH2 is trueÞ :

(E2) PrðH1 is emp adequate jOÞ
PrðH2 is emp adequate jOÞ ¼

PrðO jH1 is emp adequate:Þ
PrðO jH2 is emp adequateÞ �

PrðH1 is emp adequate:Þ
PrðH2 is emp adequateÞ :

In each of these equations, a ratio of posterior probabilities equals a likelihood ratio

times a ratio of prior probabilities. The ratio of priors compares an agent’s degrees

of confidence in the two hypotheses before the observation O is made. The ratio of

posterior probabilities compares those degrees of confidence after the observation is

obtained. These two ratios differ in value precisely when the likelihood ratio isn’t

equal to one, and the magnitude of the likelihood ratio determines how large a

17 Boyd (1983, p. 47) says that the miracle argument ‘‘… does not address the crucial epistemological

claim of the empiricist argument: that since factual knowledge is grounded in experience, it can extend

only to observable phenomena.’’ I think the above point about discrimination problems shows why the

empiricist claim is mistaken.
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change the observation induces.18 We have seen that the realist’s likelihood ratio

and the empiricist’s likelihood ratio are identical in value. This means that the

observation O has the same impact on the realist’s ratio of probabilities for the two

hypotheses that it has on the empiricist’s ratio. Not only are we not entirely cut off

from getting observational evidence about hypotheses that are about unobservables;

in addition, we have exactly the same quantitative evidential input on the realist’s

question about truth that we have on the empiricist’s question about empirical

adequacy.19,20

Boyd (1983) is not happy with the miracle argument for scientific realism,

though not for the likelihood reasons I have presented. Before I discuss his

dissatisfaction, I want to examine how inference to the best explanation figures in

one of his own arguments for realism. Boyd (1983, p. 63) says that ‘‘the

reliability of theory-dependent judgments about projectibility and degree of

confirmation can only be satisfactorily explained on the hypothesis that the

background theories which determine those judgments are relevantly approxi-

mately true.’’ Boyd’s explanandum differs from Putnam’s; whereas Putnam

wants to explain why a theory’s predictions about observations have been

accurate, Boyd wants to explain the ‘‘reliability of theory-dependent judgments’’

of certain kinds. What Boyd has in mind here is the use that scientists make of a

background theory B to guide them in deciding which hypotheses are worth

testing (this is what he means by ‘‘projectibility judgments’’) and in estimating

the degrees to which those hypotheses, once tested, are confirmed by the

observations obtained. Suppose B has been a reliable guide in these two respects.

Boyd says that a realist reading of B is the only satisfactory explanation of B’s

reliability in those two respects. But what if we shift, once again, from

explanation to evidence, substituting the law of likelihood for inference to the

best explanation? Let ‘‘B was a reliable background theory’’ be shorthand for the

proposition that B was a reliable guide to which theories were worth testing and

also to the degree to which those hypotheses, once tested, were confirmed by the

observations obtained. The likelihood comparison we need to consider is the

following:

Pr(B was a reliable background theory | B is true or approximately true) [
Pr(B was a reliable background theory | B is empirically adequate).

18 A likelihood ratio of 9 induces more of a change than a ratio of 2, but a ratio of 1/9 induces more of a

change than a ratio of �. A ratio of 9 is further from unity than a ratio of 1/9, but they induce the same

change. A log-scale is the thing to use here.
19 I present this Bayesian argument even though I have reservations about Bayesianism (Sober 2008b).

My point is addressed to empiricists and realists who think that the two philosophies make

recommendations about what we should believe or about what our degrees of belief should be.
20 Van Fraassen (1980, p. 34) notes that it is a consequence of the axioms of probability that Pr(H is

true | X) cannot exceed Pr(H is empirically adequate | X), no matter what X is; this is because truth entails

empirical adequacy. Van Fraassen takes this to mean that the empiricist’s interpretation of H is ‘‘safer’’

than the realist’s. The point is correct, but it hardly shows that we are never rationally obliged to believe

that a theory about unobservables is true.
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I have three problems with this inequality.

My first two concern the two sorts of reliability that B is observed to exhibit. Let’s

start with degree of confirmation. What does it mean for B to have been ‘‘reliable’’ in

the judgments it delivered about the degree to which different theories were con-

firmed by observations? I guess this means that DOCB(T,O) & DOCtrue(T,O)—that

using B to assess the degree of confirmation that T receives from O yields close to

the same numerical value as using the relevant true background assumption. How

can we tell whether this closeness relation obtains? I’m not sure. Maybe the

closeness relation will obtain if B is true or approximately true. But the likelihood

reformulation of Boyd’s argument is supposed to provide evidence that B is true or

approximately true. This means that the evidence cited must not beg the question;

the argument goes wrong if the ‘‘evidence’’ is something we can know only if we

already know that B is true or approximately truth. For this reason, I suggest that we

delete the part of Boyd’s picture of B’s reliability that involves B’s judgments about

degree of confirmation.

My second question about the likelihood inequality concerns Boyd’s point about

projectibility—that B has been a reliable guide to which hypotheses are worth

testing. How is this sort of reliability to be understood? I wonder if Boyd is thinking

about reliability as follows: When B instructs us to test some small handful of

possible hypotheses and we find that one of them is true, B scores a success, but

when the hypotheses that B tells us to test all turn out to be false when we test them,

B scores a failure. If B gives advice about multiple problems, we can compute how

reliable it has been by seeing how often it scores a success. Perhaps this dichotomy

between finding that one of the tested hypotheses is true and finding that none of

them is should be replaced by something more nuanced. For a Bayesian, testing

might result in the discovery that one of the tested hypotheses is probably true, or it

might result in none of the tested hypotheses’ attaining that status. We then can

define B’s successes and failures in those terms.

Here are my qualms about the projectibility part of Boyd’s argument:

Background theories, by themselves, do not give advice on which hypotheses are

worth testing. The most that B, by itself, can tell us is which hypotheses are more

probable and which are less. Testing is an action, and rational action requires

attention to utilities, not just to probabilities. For example, even if you believe B and

B tells you that a given hypothesis is probably false, you still may have good reasons

to test that hypothesis. Furthermore, it is a mistake to think that a background theory

makes reliable recommendations about which hypotheses to test only when at least

one of those hypotheses turns out, after the test, to be true or probably true. A set of

hypotheses might be worth testing even if the evidence obtained turns out to be

equivocal, and even if the evidence indicates that all of them are false. In both cases,

the information obtained might be well worth having. I also think it is a mistake to

rely too heavily on one’s background beliefs in deciding what to test. To do so is to

refuse to test hypotheses that are incompatible with what one already believes. All

this leaves me unclear on what it means for an auxiliary assumption to be ‘‘reliable’’

in the recommendations it makes concerning which hypotheses should be tested.

My third objection to the likelihood inequality stated above begins with Boyd’s idea

that B’s reliability about projectibility (i.e., judgments about which hypotheses were
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worth testing) is something we can observe. I take Boyd’s idea about this type of

reliability to include the thought that B scores a success when it tells you to test H, and

H turns out, after the test, to be true or probably true. My question is whether ‘‘H is true

or probably true’’ can count as an observation in the context of the problem of

comparing a realist and an empiricist reading of B. In particular, can empiricists and

realists agree that a test outcome shows that H is true or probably true? Empiricists will

get off the bus here if H is even partially about unobservables. So if the likelihood

argument is not to be question-begging against empiricism, we must restrict ourselves,

in thinking about the hypotheses that B tells us to test, to hypotheses that are strictly

about observables. But in that case ‘‘B is true’’ and ‘‘B is empirically adequate’’ make

the same recommendations about whether we should test H. So the likelihood

inequality (with B’s reliability restricted to Boyd’s projectibility idea, the degree of

confirmation idea having been set to one side) is false; what is true is an equality.

Let’s now consider Boyd’s (1983, p. 54) reservations about Putnam’s miracle

argument. He grants that the argument ‘‘has considerable force,’’ but adds that it has

a defect: ‘‘while [it] provides good reason to think that there must be something

wrong with the empiricists’ argument, it affords us no diagnosis of what is wrong

with it.’’ A few lines down, Boyd says that the miracle argument provides ‘‘a reason

to suppose that realism is true, but we are not provided with any epistemology to go

with that conclusion.’’ I take Boyd to be saying here, not that the miracle argument

is unsound, but that it is incomplete.

Boyd (1983, p. 54) thinks the argument is incomplete because it fails to explain

what is wrong with a central empiricist idea, the evidential equivalence thesis; this is

the claim that observationally equivalent theories are evidentially equivalent. Two

observationally equivalent theories can be incompatible; though they agree about all

possible observations, they nonetheless can disagree about unobservables. Boyd

takes empiricism to be arguing that since no observation can discriminate between

empirically equivalent theories that are incompatible, we are forever cut off from

making justified claims about which of those theories about unobservables is true.

Boyd argues that the evidential indistinguishability thesis is false because it focuses

exclusively on the ‘‘direct’’ testimony of observations and ignores the fact that there

are ‘‘indirect’’ sources of evidence. Scientists rightly evaluate a set of empirically

equivalent hypotheses by using their background beliefs about theoretical plausibility.

Boyd says that these background beliefs are themselves justified by observations; he

isn’t saying that the judgments about theoretical plausibility that are used to break the

tie between empirical equivalent hypotheses are knowable a priori.21

As an example (not one that Boyd uses, as far as I know), let’s consider

Reichenbach’s (1928) claim that the following two conjunctions are observationally

21 Boyd (1983, p. 67) says that ‘‘… considerations of the theoretical plausibility of a proposed theory in

the light of the actual (and approximately true) theoretical tradition are evidential considerations: results

of such assessments of plausibility constitute evidence for or against proposed theories. Indeed, such

considerations are a matter of theory-mediated empirical evidence, since the background theories with

respect to which assessments of plausibility are made are themselves empirically tested (again, in a

theory-mediated way). Theory-mediated evidence of this sort is no less empirical than more ‘direct’

experimental evidence.’’
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indistinguishable: ‘‘Euclidean geometry & there are universal forces’’ and ‘‘non-

Euclidean geometry & there are no universal forces.’’ For the sake of argument, let’s

assume that this is a genuine case of empirical equivalence; any measurement

outcome that is predicted by one of these conjunctions is also predicted by the other.

Reichenbach, a good empiricist, concluded that the choice between these

conjunctions must be a matter of convention. I take it that Boyd would reply by

saying that if the theoretical tradition tells us that there are no universal forces, or if

it tells us that space is non-Euclidean, then we can use either of these deliverances to

cut the Gordian knot. Theories that don’t disagree about any possible observation

can differ in their theoretical plausibility and that is enough to show that the

empiricist’s evidential indistinguishability thesis is mistaken.

My reply is that I think empiricists will deny that justified background beliefs can

do the work that Boyd says they can do. It may be a background belief shared by

some or all physicists that there are no universal forces, but, according to

Reichenbach, that isn’t because they have observational evidence that universal

forces do not exist. The ‘‘theoretical tradition’’ needs to be understood in the right

way. For Reichenbach, this involves recognizing how conventional elements enter

into scientific theories. Carnap (1950a) concurs. My point here is not to defend

empiricism but to suggest that Boyd’s refutation of the empiricist’s evidential

equivalence thesis does not work.

As noted above, Boyd thinks that the theoretical considerations that permit one to

discriminate between empirically equivalent hypotheses are themselves supported

by observational evidence. This raises a question. If observation O suffices to justify

one’s believing B, and B discriminates between hypotheses T1 and T2, is it also true

that O discriminates between T1 and T2? If O does discriminate, then T1 and T2 are

not empirically equivalent. This means that Boyd must be focusing on cases that

belong to what I will call

Boyd’s World: (i) O rationally justifies believing B; (ii) B discriminates

between T1 and T2; (iii) O does not discriminate between T1 and T2.

Without a characterization of what rational belief and discrimination are, it is hard

to tell whether the three propositions that characterize Boyd’s World are logically

consistent and, if they are, what the circumstances are in which all of them are true.

We nonetheless can explore Boyd’s World by tracing the consequences of the

following two assumptions—that O justifies believing B only if Pr(B | O) is high,

and that X discriminates between T1 and T2 if and only if X confers different

probabilities on the two theories.22 Given these, the following assumptions about

probabilities provide a necessary condition for being in Boyd’s world:

22 Notice that I am here using ‘‘discriminates’’ to mark a difference between the probabilities of

hypotheses, not a difference between their likelihoods. Once again, I am talking the Bayesian talk, despite

my reservations.
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(iv) Pr(B | O) is high; (v) Pr(T1 | B) = Pr(T2 | B); (vi) Pr(T1 | O) =

Pr(T2 | O).

Conditions (iv), (v), and (vi) cannot be jointly satisfied if T1 and T2 are incompatible

and Pr(T1 | B & O) is high. To see why, consider the following consequence of the

axioms of probability:

Pr(T1 | O) = Pr(T1 | B & O)Pr(B | O) ? Pr(T1 | notB & O)Pr(notB | O).

The right-hand side of this equation has two addends; their sum exceeds � if the

first addend does so. Note that the value of Pr(B | O) is addressed by (iv); it is

‘‘high.’’ If Pr(T1 | B & O) is also high, we get the result that Pr(T1 | O) [ �.23 If the

two theories are incompatible, it follows that Pr(T1 | O) = Pr(T2 | O), thus

violating (vi). The bottom line is this: if O makes B very probable and B&O

makes T1 very probable, then O cannot fail to discriminate between T1 and T2 when

the two theories are incompatible.24

What if Pr(T1 | O) is not greater than �? In that case it is possible for conditions

(iv), (v), and (vi) to all be satisfied, but whether they are will depend on the exact

values of the relevant probabilities. Condition (vi) is very demanding.

Naturally, this analysis of Boyd’s idea that empirical background knowledge can

discriminate between empirically equivalent theories depends on the explications of

justified belief and discrimination that I have used. Even so, I suggest that there are

lots of cases that don’t fall in Boyd’s World. Furthermore, it is unclear how

examples of empirical equivalence like Reichenbach’s can be analyzed in the way

that Boyd suggests.

Boyd’s strategy for addressing the problem of empirically equivalent theories

via appeal to empirical background knowledge isn’t the only one that realists

adopt. They sometimes maintain that there are a priori considerations that do the

trick. For example, realists sometimes suggest that simplicity is a ‘‘super-

empirical virtue’’ that theories exhibit and that simplicity has more than a

pragmatic significance (see, e.g., Churchland 1985). It isn’t just that we find

simple theories beautiful and easy to use; the idea is that the greater simplicity of

one theory over another is evidence (not proof!) that the first is true and the second

is false. It also is part of this realist picture that just as simplicity can be used to

discriminate between empirically nonequivalent hypotheses, it also can be used to

discriminate between empirically equivalent hypotheses. If Reichenbach’s

conjunctions differ in simplicity, that is evidence (of a nonempirical kind) that

favors one of them over the other, or so realists sometimes suggest. Reichenbach

(1938) replies that there are two kinds of simplicity, logical and inductive, and

that it is the first but not the second that discriminates between empirically

equivalent theories, while it is the second but not the first that has evidential

significance. Reichenbach’s suggestion that there are two kinds of simplicity can

be separated from the verificationist idea that empirically equivalent theories are

23 If Pr(T1 | B & O) and Pr(B | O) are each larger than 0.72, their product will exceed �.
24 This point holds whether or not B screens-off O from T1.
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synonymous. Once separated, I think his basic point is correct. Parsimony

arguments come in different varieties—some are epistemically pertinent and some

are not, and the pertinent ones differ from each other in terms of what justifies

them. In the scientific examples that I have examined in which I can discern why

simplicity is epistemically significant, I find that simplicity derives its authority

from empirical background assumptions of some sort25; this leads me to think that

the so-called principle of parsimony is not a priori and that it offers no resources

for discerning an epistemic difference between empirically equivalent theories

(Sober 1990c, 1996, 2009).

Boyd thinks the realist needs to argue that scientists have evidence that

discriminates between observationally equivalent hypotheses; my inclination is

to concede to the empiricist that they do not. Science is in the business of using

observations to discriminate between theories that are observationally distin-

guishable; discrimination problems that can’t be settled in this way aren’t

‘‘scientific,’’ though of course it is sometimes unclear whether a problem has

that status and the status of a problem can change as knowledge grows. It is part

of the project of science to develop theories in the hope that they will be

testable against competitors, though of course it may turn out that a theory,

once developed, isn’t. This may sound like anti-realism, but the other side

of the view I am describing has good realist credentials—we are no more

cut-off from knowing about unobservables than we are from knowing about

observables.26

3 Concluding comments

The accompanying table summarizes a parallelism (and one small asymmetry) that

has emerged in the likelihood assessments of moral realism and scientific realism.

Observations discriminate between some normative moral statements and others,

just as they discriminate between some scientific theories and others, but both of

these results presuppose that the statements in question have truth values.27 This

result does not mean that those observations, or any observations, will discriminate

among moral realism, moral constructivism, and moral nihilism, nor does it mean

that observations will discriminate among scientific realism, scientific empiricism,

and scientific fictionalism.

25 Here I agree with Boyd’s (1991, p. 374) suggestion that ‘‘judgments of ‘simplicity’ are simply special

cases of judgments of theoretical plausibility.’’
26 The question of what to say about empirically equivalent theories has nothing much to do with the

distinction between observables and unobservables. Surely ‘‘apples exist’’ is strictly about observables if

any statement is, but there are empirically equivalent alternatives to it just as there are to ‘‘electrons exist’’

(Sober 1990a).
27 A Duhemian point applies to these likelihoods; when we talk about Pr(observation | theory), the

probability function typically makes use of various auxiliary assumptions.
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The likelihood equalities described in this table are not a point in favor of anti-

realism; rather, the result is a stand-off. However, two of the likelihood comparisons

I described earlier (which are not represented in the table) are not so nonpartisan. I

think the point about realist and empiricist discrimination problems—the relation of

(E1) to (R1) and of (E2) to (R2)—constitutes an important argument in favor of

scientific realism.

Sturgeon’s and Boyd’s arguments for realism, as I’ve said, are motivated by a

Quinean methodological naturalism about philosophy. Since science uses inference

to the best explanation to evaluate scientific theories, philosophers can use that same

mode of inference to evaluate philosophical theories. The result, they suggest, is a

justification of moral realism and scientific realism. When I substituted the law of

likelihood for inference to the best explanation, the results changed. However, I do

not interpret that to mean that there is no good argument for moral realism or for

scientific realism. The most I can say is that those good arguments, whatever they

are, will not come from observational evidence. But even that conclusion may go

    Moral Realism                   Scientific Realism 

     Pr(Hitler started WW2 | Hitler was morally depraved) 

                                          > 

       Pr(Hitler started WW2 | Hitler was morally sound). 

              Pr(Eddington’s data | general relativity) 

                                         > 

              Pr(Eddington’s data | classical physics). 

       Pr(Hitler started WW2 | moral realism is true) 

                                          = 

   Pr(Hitler started WW2 | moral constructivism is true) 

                                          = 

        Pr(Hitler started WW2 | moral nihilism is true).                   

          Pr(Eddington’s data | scientific realism is true) 

                                           = 

              Pr(Eddington’s data | empiricism is true) 

                                            =  

              Pr(Eddington’s data | fictionalism is true). 

   Pr(Hitler started WW2 | Hitler was morally depraved & 

                          moral  realism is true) 

                                          = 

   Pr(Hitler started WW2 | Hitler was morally depraved &  

                      moral constructivism is true). 

“Pr(Hitler started WW2 | Hitler was morally depraved   

& moral nihilism is true)” is not defined because the 

conditioning statement is logically inconsistent. 

          Pr(Eddington’s data | general relativity is true) 

                                         = 

                Pr(Eddington’s data | general relativity is  

                                empirically adequate) 

                                             =  

Pr(Eddington’s data | general relativity is true in what it  

says  about observables but false in what it says 

 about unobservables). 
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too far. Perhaps observations other than the ones I’ve considered discriminate

between the different philosophical theories. For that matter, perhaps the law of

likelihood, on which I have leaned so much, needs to be replaced by a better

principle about what evidential favoring is, and maybe this replacement will change

the conclusions I’ve drawn about the two realisms.28

In thinking about Boyd’s and Sturgeon’s naturalism, it is worth remembering a

view of philosophical questions that is very different. Carnap (1950a) held that there

is a fundamental epistemological difference between internal and external

questions. The former are answerable by observational evidence or by mathematical

proof; the latter are answerable only pragmatically. We should not seek evidence

that there are material objects or that there are numbers, but rather should decide

whether adopting these postulates is useful given the larger purposes of inquiry.29

The claim that there are normative ethical truths is entailed by numerous ethical

claims about the specifics of right and wrong. Likewise, the claim that there are

truths about unobservables is entailed by the specific theories that different sciences

have developed. The special consequence condition might lead one to think that

evidence for the specifics is evidence for what those specific propositions entail. But

evidence does not work like that, as we learn from the Queen of Hearts.

There is one last likelihood wrinkle that I want to mention. It pertains to realist

pronouncements that are general (‘‘there are normative ethical truths’’ and ‘‘there

are true scientific theories’’), not to realist glosses of specific moral claims or

specific scientific theories. It is a consequence of the law of likelihood that O favors

T1 over T2 if and only if notO would have the opposite evidential significance. This

is because

Pr(O | T1) [ Pr(O | T2) if and only if Pr(notO | T1) \ Pr(notO | T2).30

If Hitler’s starting World War Two were evidence favoring moral realism over

moral nihilism, then, had Hitler not started World War Two, that would have been

evidence favoring nihilism over realism. And if Eddington’s data were evidence

favoring scientific realism over empiricism, then, had he not obtained those

observational results, that would have favored empiricism over realism. Moral

realists and scientific realists have never been inclined to think that their

philosophies are held hostage by data in this way. This disinclination suggests

that realists may need to back away from naturalism; they need to think twice about

the idea that the evidence that solves scientific discrimination problems also solves

discrimination problems about matters philosophical.

28 I don’t think that the law of likelihood is the whole story about the interpretation of evidence; model

selection criteria such as the Akaike Information Criterion are also important (Sober 2008b).
29 Putnam (1971, p. 57) criticizes this Carnapian approach to the existence of numbers by siding with

Quine, whom Putnam says ‘‘has for years stressed both the indispensability of quantification over

mathematical entities and the intellectual dishonesty of denying the existence of what one daily

presupposes.’’ There is nothing dishonest about admitting that some of one’s beliefs cannot be justified by

empirical evidence or mathematical proof.
30 Note that this biconditional compares the evidential significance of O and its negation, not the

significance of O and one of its contraries.
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